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The linear magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) is often used to probe magnetism of ferromagnetic
materials, but MOKE cannot be applied to collinear antiferromagnets due to the cancellation of
sub-lattice magnetization. Magneto-optical constants that are quadratic in magnetization, however,
provide an approach for studying antiferromagnets on picosecond time scales. Here, we combine
transient measurements of linear birefringence and optical reflectivity to study the optical response
of Fe2As to small ultrafast temperature excursions. We performed temperature dependent pump-
probe measurements on crystallographically isotropic (001) and anisotropic (010) faces of Fe2As
bulk crystals. We find the largest optical signals arise from changes in the index of refraction
along the z-axis, perpendicular to the Néel vector. Both real and imaginary parts of the transient
optical birefringence signal approximately follow the temperature dependence of the magnetic heat
capacity, as expected if the changes in dielectric function are dominated by contributions of exchange
interactions to the dielectric function.

I. INTRODUCTION

Antiferromagnetic materials are under intense investi-
gation as a new generation of spintronic materials be-
cause of their robustness to external magnetic fields and
ultrafast dynamics, as it manifests itself, for instance, in
a higher resonance frequency, compared to ferromagnets
[1–5]. Characterization of the structure and dynamics of
the magnetic order parameter is essential for spintron-
ics research but is difficult to achieve in antiferromagnets
(AFs). Magneto-optical effects are often a valuable tool
for probing magnetic order; for example, much of what
is known about the dynamics of ferromagnetic and fer-
rimagnetic materials comes from studies that make use
of the linear magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) [6, 7].
Linear MOKE is also an essential tool for imaging the
structure of magnetic domains [6, 8]. For typical AFs,
however, linear MOKE is absent. Application of linear
MOKE in the study of AFs is mostly limited to AFs
with weak ferromagnetism due to canted magnetic mo-
ments, e.g., in orthoferrites [9]. More recently, relatively
large linear magneto-optic effects were observed in the
non-collinear AF Mn3Sn [10, 11].

The structure and dynamics of the order parameter of
AFs can be probed using interactions that are quadratic
in the magnetization. For example, anisotropic magne-
toresistance (AMR) depends on contributions to elec-
tronic relaxation times that are quadratic in magneti-
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zation; AMR is sensitive to the domain structure of AFs
[12]. More recently, AMR was used to read the spin con-
figuration of antiferromagnetic CuMnAs[13] and Mn2Au
[14]. At X-ray wavelengths, magnetic linear dichroism
(XMLD) probes the anisotropy of charge distributions
that are quadratic in magnetization [15].

Magnetic linear birefringence and magnetic linear
dichroism refers to anisotropies in the optical frequency
dielectric function that are generated by terms that
are second-order in the magnetization. The dielectric
function and the second-order terms of magnetization
are both second rank tensors; therefore, the quadratic
magneto-optic coefficients form a fourth-rank tensor.
Since changes in optical phase accumulate over the op-
tical path length, weak magneto-optic effects are easier
to study in transmission through optically transparent
materials than in reflection from the surface of opaque
materials [16].

For transparent materials, experimentalists usually
study magnetic linear birefringence because polarimetry
[16] can sensitively detect differences between the op-
tical path lengths for light polarized along orthogonal
directions of the sample. In cubic crystals, this experi-
mental design can isolate the anisotropic contributions to
the magneto-optic coefficients, i.e., contributions to the
magneto-optic tensor that depend on the orientation of
the Néel vector. Isotropic contributions to the dielectric
function—i.e., contributions to the magneto-optic ten-
sor that are independent of the orientation of the Néel
vector—can also be significant and lead to effects that
are often referred to as magneto-refraction [17]. The ori-
entation of the magnetization of a material with a net
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magnetic moment can often be manipulated by an ex-
ternal magnetic field; control of the orientation of the
Néel vector of collinear AFs is more difficult. Therefore,
the various elements of the fourth-rank tensor are more
accessible to experiments on ferromagnets and weak fer-
romagnets than AFs.

In 2017, Saidl et al. [18] reported their studies of the
time-resolved magneto-optic response of AF CuMnAs to
a large temperature excursion, ∆T ∼ 100 K. CuMnAs
films were grown epitaxially on GaP(001) substrates with
the z-axis, the hard magnetic axis of CuMnAs, parallel to
the surface normal. The magnetic structure of tetrago-
nal CuMnAs has two degenerate magnetic domains with
perpendicular Néel vectors in the x-y plane. For a 10
nm thick CuMnAs layer, the authors observed a rota-
tion of the polarization of the optical probe beam that is
consistent with magnetic linear birefringence. They ob-
served that changes in the angle of polarization followed
∆θ ∝ sin 2α, where α is the angle between the Néel vec-
tor and the polarization of the probe beam.

In our work, we studied transient changes in the optical
frequency dielectric function of the metallic AF Fe2As,
produced by a small temperature excursion, ∆T ≈ 3 K.
We acquired data for changes in birefringence and reflec-
tivity using techniques that we refer to as time-domain
thermo-birefringence (TDTB) and time-domain thermo-
reflectance (TDTR). TDTB and TDTR signals are ac-
quired using a pump-probe apparatus based on a high
repetition rate Ti:sapphire laser oscillator operating at
a wavelength near 785 nm. We also measured the total
heat capacity of Fe2As as a function of temperature and
isolated the magnetic contribution to the measured heat
capacity by subtracting the electronic and phonon heat
capacities calculated by density functional theory (DFT).

Fe2As crystallizes in the Cu2Sb tetragonal crystal
structure as shown in Fig. 1a [19]. Early neutron diffrac-
tion studies showed that the spin magnetic moments
of Fe2As lie in x-y plane [19]. Subsequent studies by
torque magnetometry [20] at liquid nitrogen temperature
showed that the vector has two degenerate orientations
in the x and y directions. The magnetic point group of
this magnetic structure is mmm1′ [21]. The equivalence
of the x-axis and y-axis was supported by the magnetic
field dependence of neutron diffraction at room temper-
ature and close to the Néel temperature [22]. This type
of magnetic structure is typically referred to as a tetrag-
onal “easy-plane” antiferromagnet [16]. The term “easy-
plane” refers to the fact that the lowest energy orienta-
tions of the Néel vector lie in the x-y plane. The term
“easy-plane” does not exclude the possibility of small dif-
ferences in energy for different orientations of the Néel
vector within the x-y plane.

In the absence of magnetic order, the dielectric tensor
of a tetragonal crystal is isotropic in the x-y plane. How-
ever, if the Néel vectors have a preferred direction in the
x-y plane, the dielectric function is anisotropic on length
scales smaller or comparable to the characteristic size of
the magnetic domains. We expect that the Néel vector of

different magnetic domains are randomly oriented along
the x and y directions and that our laser beam size is
large compared to the domain size. Therefore, the dielec-
tric function we measure in the x-y plane is isotropic. We
indeed do not observe a significant TDTB signal for the
(001) surface of Fe2As. However, on the crystallograph-
ically anisotropic (010) surface of the tetragonal crystal,
we observed a strong TDTB signal for light polarized at
an angle of 45◦ between the x and z axis of the crystal.
We gain complementary insight by measuring the TDTR
signals for light polarized along the x and z axes.

Often, magnetic linear birefringence of magnetic ma-
terials is attributed to the Voigt effect. The Voigt effect
refers to anisotropic contributions to the dielectric ten-
sor that are parallel to the magnetization [16, 23]. How-
ever, our data implies that the most significant change
in the dielectric function is perpendicular to the Néel
vector: ∆ε33 � ∆ε11. Furthermore, the dependence of
the TDTB signal on the sample temperature closely re-
sembles the magnetic heat capacity, suggesting a pro-
portionality between the temperature dependence of the
exchange energy and the temperature dependence of the
z-element of the dielectric function ε33.

Our experiments also provide insight into the ultra-
fast magnetization dynamics of Fe2As. By comparing
changes in the magneto-optical response at short and
long time-scales, we also evaluate the importance of mag-
netostriction to magnetic linear birefringence in this ma-
terial.

II. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Details

Single crystals of Fe2As were synthesized from the
melt. Stoichiometric amounts of elemental Fe and As
(99.8% and 99.999%, Alfa Aesar) were ground inside an
argon filled glove box in an agate mortar and pestle. The
powder mixture was loaded in a 6 mm-diameter fused sil-
ica tube and sealed under vacuum. The tube was heated
to 700◦C and held for 24 h, then 1000◦C for 2 h, with
5◦C/min ramp rate. The tube was cooled to 900◦C in
20 h, then cooled at 5◦C/min to obtain shiny gray crys-
tals of Fe2As. The phase purity of the sample was con-
firmed using powder X-ray diffraction on a Bruker D8
diffractometer with Mo Kα source and LYNXEYE XE
detector in the transmission geometry. Rietveld refine-
ments were performed using TOPAS 5. The lattice con-
stants at room temperature are a = 3.63 Å, c = 5.98 Å.

Before optical measurements, the Fe2As sample was
polished along the (001) and (010) orientation with an Al-
lied Multiprep automatic polisher with diamond lapping
films down to 0.3 µm. The orientation was observed via
X-ray diffraction pole figures. The miscut of the surfaces
is within 10◦. After polishing, the sample was ion-milled
for 5 min using a broad-beam Ar ion source operating at
250 V and 60 mA.
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TDTB and TDTR measurements were done with a
pump-probe system that employs a Ti:sapphire laser with
a 80 MHz repetition rate and 783 nm center wavelength.
The spectral linewidth of the output of the laser is 12
nm. We use sharp-edge optical filters to spectrally sep-
arate the pump and probe [24]. The full-width-half-
maximum of the pump-probe correlation is 1.1 ps. The
pump beam is modulated at 10.8 MHz and the probe
beam is modulated at 200 Hz. A half-wave plate was
placed in the probe beam path to orient the polarization
of probe beam. For TDTB experiments, the transient
change in the polarization or ellipticity of the probe was
captured by a balanced photodetector; in TDTR experi-
ments, the transient reflection was measured by a single
Si photodetector [25]. The 1/e laser spot size of both the
focused pump and probe beams is 5.5 µm. The fluence
of the pump is 0.22 J/m2, which created a steady-state
heating of ≈ 13 K and transient heating of ≈ 3 K on the
sample surface. The zero of time delay was determined
with a GaP two-photon photodetector. For temperature-
dependent measurements, the sample was mounted on a
temperature-controlled microscope stage in a vacuum of
∼ 1 mTorr.

We performed first-principles calculations using den-
sity functional theory (DFT) as implemented in the Vi-
enna Ab-Initio Simulation Package [26–28] (VASP). The
generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) formulated
by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof [29] (PBE) is used
to describe exchange and correlation. The projector-
augmented wave [30] (PAW) scheme is used to describe
the electron-ion interaction. To sample the Brillouin
zone, a 15 × 15 × 5 Monkhorst-Pack (MP) [31] k-point
grid is used and the Kohn-Sham states are expanded into
plane waves up to a cutoff energy of 600 eV. Total en-
ergies are converged to self-consistence within 10−6 eV.
Noncollinear magnetism and spin-orbit coupling are in-
cluded and the magnetic unit cell of Fe2As is used to com-
pute relaxed atomic geometries, electronic structure, and
optical properties. Phonon dispersion is computed using
finite displacement method as implemented in VASP and
extracted using the phonopy package [32]. After conver-
gence test, a 3× 3× 2 supercell and 4× 4× 4 MP k-point
grid is used. For the phonon calculations, non-collinear
magnetism and spin-orbit coupling is included.

B. Optical and Thermal Properties

First, we discuss measurements of refractive index,
electrical conductivities, heat capacity, and thermal con-
ductivities of Fe2As. We use the refractive index
to describe the optical properties of the material and
to make connections between thermo-reflectance and
thermo-birefringence data. We measure the total heat
capacity and use density function theory to calculate the
electronic and phonon contributions to the total heat
capacity. We attribute the heat capacity that is unac-
counted for by electrons and phonons to the magnetic

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1: (a) Tetragonal magnetic unit cell of Fe2As.
Arsenic atoms are depicted as green spheres; Fe as
brown spheres. Arrows denote the local magnetic

moment of the Fe atoms. Fe atoms labelled with the
same color arrows (blue or pink) are crystallographically
equivalent. The Cartesian coordinates x, y, z are aligned
along the crystallographic a, b, c axes. (b) Experimental

geometry for time-domain thermo-birefringence
(TDTB) and time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR)
experiments with the probe beam normal to the (010)
face of the Fe2As crystal. In TDTR measurements, the

polarization of the probe is along x or z. In TDTB
measurements, the polarization of the electric field E of

the probe is at an angle of 45◦ from the x axis.

heat capacity and compare the magnetic heat capacity to
the temperature dependent TDTB data. From the heat
capacity and thermal conductivity, we model the time-
evolution of the temperature excursion created by the
pump optical pulse. Finally, the combination of the mea-
sured electrical conductivity and the Wiedemann-Franz
law allows us to separate the electronic and lattice con-
tributions to the total thermal conductivity.

First-principles density functional theory (DFT) cal-
culations give the ground-state lattice parameters as
a = 3.624 Å and c = 5.860 Å, within 2% of powder
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X-ray diffraction measurements at room temperature,
a = 3.628 Å and c = 5.978 Å. The magnetic unit cell
used in the calculation is twice as long in the z direction.
The Néel vector in ground-state DFT calculations is ori-
ented along the x direction of the lattice. We confirmed
the easy-plane magnetic structure by measuring the tem-
perature dependent magnetic susceptibilities along the x
and z crystallographic directions with a vibrating sample
magnetometer.

We measured an effective isotropic refractive index of
Fe2As by spectroscopic ellipsometry of the (001) and
(010) faces of the crystal. Immediately prior to the ellip-
sometry measurements, which take place under ambient
conditions, we removed surface oxides and contaminants
using argon ion beam milling. The effective isotropic re-
fraction index is n = 2.9+i3.3 at a wavelength of λ = 780
nm. The optical reflectance calculated from this index of
refraction is 0.56. The measured optical reflectance for
both the (001) and (010) surfaces of the crystal at normal
incidence and λ = 780 nm is 0.50. The optical absorption
depth, λ/(4πk), is 19 nm. The refractive index computed
using DFT, for light polarized along the x, y and z-axis of
the crystal is ni =

√
εii = 4.295 + i3.496, 4.300 + i3.501

and 3.381 + i4.039 at 0 K, with a reflectance of 0.573,
0.574 and 0.619, respectively.

The electrical resistivity of a polycrystalline sample
of Fe2As was reported previously as ρ ≈ 220 µΩ cm at
T = 300 K [33]. The electrical resistivity has a shal-
low maximum near room temperature and decreases to
≈ 125 µΩ cm at T = 1 K. The electrical resistivity of our
samples near room temperature is ρ = 240 µΩ cm; the
residual resistivity ratio (RRR), the resistivity at 300 K
divided by the resistivity at 7 K, is 1.7. We attribute the
small RRR to Fe vacancies. The stoichiometry of Fe2As
was evaluated using Rutherford backscattering spectrom-
etry and Rietveld refinements to synchrotron X-ray and
neutron diffraction data (see Supplemental Materials).
These measurements converge on a Fe deficiency of 0.05
to 0.08 out of 2. This value also agrees with the nominal
Fe:As ratio used during synthesis (1.95:1). (Nominally
2.00:1 samples exhibit metallic Fe impurities.)

We measured the total heat capacity of a 35.5 mg sam-
ple of Fe2As with a Quantum Design Physical Property
Measurement System (PPMS), see Fig. 2a. As we dis-
cuss below, we expect that the temperature derivative of
the magnetic contribution to the dielectric function will
be proportional to the magnetic heat capacity. The to-
tal heat capacity includes, however, contributions from
electrons, phonons, and magnetic excitations. We isolate
the magnetic contribution Cm to the measurement of the
total heat capacity Ctot by subtracting the electron and
phonon heat capacities calculated with density functional
theory (DFT). Cm = Ctot−Ce−Cph. We computed the
electronic density of states using Mermin DFT [34] and
finite electronic temperatures between 0 K and 400 K,
see Fig. 3a for 300 K. From this data we calculate the
electronic heat capacity Ce and electronic specific heat
γ=7.41 mJ K−2 mol−1. The phonon heat capacity Cph

is calculated from the phonon density of states (DOS)
of the ground state crystal structure and magnetic or-
der, see Fig. 3b. The Debye temperature derived from
the calculated phonon DOS is 286 K. Zocco et al. [33]
reported a Debye temperature of 296 K for Fe2As from
a linear fit of their data to C/T versus T 2.

Because lattice heat capacity dominates the total heat
capacity except at low temperatures, T < 15 K, small
errors in the measurement of the total heat capacity, or
small errors in the calculation of the phonon heat ca-
pacity, produce large uncertainties in the magnetic heat
capacity. We do not yet understand the origin of the
small peak in the heat capacity data near 110 K.

We also measured the thermal conductivity of Fe2As
normal to the (001) and (010) faces of the crystal using
conventional TDTR measurements and modeling [35] as
shown in Fig. 2b. An 80 nm thick Al film was sput-
tered on the sample to serve as the optical transducer
in the thermal conductivity measurement. The electri-
cal contribution to the thermal conductivity was esti-
mated using the combination of the Wiedemann-Franz
law and the measured electrical resistivity. The ther-
mal conductivity shows a small anisotropy at T > 300 K
(see Fig. 2b). Contributions to the thermal conductivity
from phonons and electronic excitations are comparable.
The phonon contribution, i.e. the difference between the
measurement and the electronic contribution, is approxi-
mately 3.6 W K−1 m−1 and independent of temperature.

C. Time-domain Thermo-birefringence and
Time-domain Thermoreflectance

Time-domain thermo-birefringence (TDTB) and time-
domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) probe transient
changes in the optical frequency dielectric function of
Fe2As induced by excitation of the sample by the pump
beam. We use TDTR to measure changes in the diagonal
elements of the dielectric tensor by fixing the probe po-
larization along various crystallographic directions and
measuring transient changes in the intensity of the re-
flected probe pulse. We use TDTB to measure changes
in differences between diagonal elements of the dielectric
tensor through transient changes in the polarization of
the reflected probe pulse. For both TDTB and TDTR,
the strongest signals we have observed are for pump and
probe beams at normal incidence on the crystallograph-
ically anisotropic (010) surface of Fe2As.

The dielectric function tensor of Fe2As is diagonal in
the coordinate system defined by the crystal axes; off-
diagonal elements of dielectric tensor are zero [21] for
the mmm1′ magnetic point group. In our experiments,
heating by the pump optical pulse creates changes in the
thermal distribution of magnetic excitations. In other
words, in our experiments, the excitations created by
the pump are incoherent. The situation is different in
pump-probe experiments that create coherent excitations
of magnons. For example, in a recent study of the cubic
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FIG. 2: Heat capacity and thermal conductivity of Fe2As.
(a) The measured total heat capacity Ctot of Fe2As and
contributions to Ctot from excitations of electrons (e),

phonons (ph), and magnons (m). The electronic and phonon
contributions are calculated by density functional theory

(DFT). The magnon contribution is derived by subtracting
the calculated phonon and electronic contributions from Ctot

. (b) The thermal conductivity in the direction normal to
the (001) face (black circles) and (100) face (blue circles)

shows a small anisotropy. The electrical contribution to the
thermal conductivity (green circles) is calculated from the
Wiedemann-Franz law and measurements of the electrical

conductivity.

collinear antiferromagnet KNiF3 [36], both diagonal and
off-diagonal elements of the dielectric tensor contribute
to magnetic linear birefringence because the circularly-
polarized pump pulse excites a coherent magnon that
breaks the underlying magnetic symmetry.

The TDTB measurement geometry is shown in Fig. 1b
and the measurement results for the Fe2As (010) face are
shown in Fig. 4. In the discussion that follows, the sym-
bol ∆ indicates a transient quantity. To measure tran-
sient changes in the real part of the polarization rota-
tion, Re[∆Θ] = ∆θ, we null the balanced detector with
a half-wave plate. (This half-wave plate is positioned
immediately before the Wollaston prism that splits the
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FIG. 3: (a) Calculated electronic band structure and
electronic density of states (DOS) of Fe2As. The

electronic band structure includes spin-orbit coupling
effects through a non-collinear magnetism calculation.
(b) Calculated phonon dispersion and phonon DOS of
Fe2As. For (a), the units of the electronic DOS are the
number of states per magnetic unit cell per eV; for (b),
the units of the phonon DOS are the number of states

per magnetic unit cell per THz.

orthogonal polarizations into two paths that are focused
onto the two photodiodes of the balanced detector [25].)
To measure transient changes in the imaginary part of
the rotation, i.e., the ellipticity Im[∆Θ] = ∆κ, we null
the balanced detector with a quarter-wave plate. The
polarization of the probe-beam is in the x-z plane and
45◦ from the x axis. Corresponding TDTR data for the
(010) face of Fe2As is shown for the two orthogonal po-
larizations in Fig. 5.

Optical reflectance R is the ratio of the intensity of the
reflected electrical field to the intensity of the incident
electric field: Rz = |rz|2 and Rx = |rx|2 where rz and rx
are the Fresnel reflection coefficients for light polarized
along the z and x directions, respectively. ri = (ni −
1)/(ni + 1) with n2i = εii; εii are the diagonal elements
of the dielectric tensor.

The birefringence of Fe2As is relatively small. We
therefore define average quantities n̄ = (nx + nz)/2;
ε̄ = n̄2; and r̄ = (n̄ − 1)/(n̄ + 1). The complex rotation
of the polarization of the reflected probe light is then

Θ ≈ (rx − rz)
2r̄

≈ (nz − nx)

(1− n̄2)
≈ (εzz − εxx)

2
√
ε̄(1− ε̄)

. (1)
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We use Eq. 1 to relate the polarization rotation angle to
differences in the index of refraction or differences in the
dielectric function. We evaluate Eq. 1 using the mea-
sured refractive index n = 2.9 + i3.3. The real and imag-
inary parts of the TDTB signal can then be written as
∆θ = 0.005(∆ε′zz − ∆ε′xx) − 0.003(∆ε′′zz − ∆ε′′xx) and
∆κ = 0.003(∆ε′zz −∆ε′xx) + 0.005(∆ε′′zz −∆ε′′xx), where
ε′ii and ε′′ii are the real and imaginary parts of the relative
dielectric tensor.

Because the reflectance Ri is a function of the com-
plex dielectric function εii, the TDTR signal can be
expanded as ∆R = ∂R

∂ε′ ∆ε
′ + ∂R

∂ε′′ ∆ε
′′. After taking

partial derivative of reflectance and inserting the di-
electric function calculated from the measured refrac-
tive index, the transient reflectance can be written as
a linear combination of transient dielectric functions,
∆Ri = −0.01∆ε′ii + 0.007∆ε′′ii.

We note that the difference in the TDTR measure-
ments along x and z closely resembles the real part of
the TDTB signal, ∆θ. This is because the linear coef-
ficients of the transient changes in the elements of the
dielectric tensor that contribute to ∆Rx − ∆Rz are ap-
proximately twice the linear coefficients of the transient
changes in the elements of the dielectric tensor that con-
tribute to ∆θ. In other words, ∆θ ≈ −(∆Rz −∆Rx)/2.
Alternatively, if we write the complex TDTB signal as
an amplitude and phase in the form ∆Θ = |z|eiδ, the
real part of the TDTB signal is ∆θ = |z| cos δ, while in
TDTR measurement, ∆Rz −∆Rx = 2|z|.

The per pulse heating, i.e., the temperature excursion
produced by a single optical pulse of the pump beam,
is ∆ ≈ 3 K. Due to the small temperature excursion,
the change in the sublattice magnetization ∆M is small
compared to the sublattice magnetization M , except for
T very close to TN . This justifies a description of the
experiment in terms of linear response, except for T very
close to TN .

Since the (010) face of a tetragonal crystal is funda-
mentally anisotropic, we cannot directly interpret the
signals plotted in Fig. 4 as the result of changes in mag-
netization with temperature. However, two aspects of
the data suggest a prominent role of magnetism and
magneto-optic effects. First, the real part of the TDTB
signal (see Fig. 4a), and the TDTR signal measured with
the probe polarization along the z axis (see Fig. 5a), show
a significantly slower response when the sample temper-
ature is close to the Néel temperature, TN The transfer
of thermal energy in a magnetic material is often de-
scribed by a three temperature model, in which energy
is transferred between electrons, phonons, and magnons
on ultrafast time-scales [6, 37]. Since the magnon con-
tribution to heat capacity reaches a maximum at TN ,
the temperature rise of the magnon system in response
to heating of the electronic system by the pump optical
pulse is expected to be slower at temperatures near TN .
We attribute the slower response at T ≈ TN to this effect
and conclude that the real part of the TDTB signal, and
the TDTR signal measured with polarization along the
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FIG. 4: (a) The real part of the time-domain
thermo-birefringence (TDTB) signal measured on the (010)

face of Fe2As; and (b) the imaginary part of the TDTB
signal. The temperature in the legend is the temperature of
the sample stage; the spatially averaged temperature of the

area of the sample that is measured in the TDTB
experiment is the sum of the stage temperature and the

steady-state heating of 13 K. When stage temperature is at
338 K, the temperature of the measured region of the

sample is close to TN = 350 K. Empty symbols denote data
acquired at T < TN ; filled circles are data for T > TN . We
attribute the slower response at T ≈ TN to the peak in the

magnetic heat capacity at TN .

z-axis, are dominated by changes in the magnon tem-
perature. The slowing down of the demagnetization of
antiferromagnetic Fe2As at T ≈ TN is reminiscent of the
slowing down of the demagnetization of ferromagnetic
FePt:Cu at T ≈ TC where TC is the Curie temperature
[37].

Second, the temperature dependence of the transient
TDTB and TDTR signals at fixed time delays closely fol-
lows the magnetic heat capacity. In Fig. 6, we compare
the complex thermo-birefringence signals ∆Θ/∆T for the
(010) plane of Fe2As and the magnetic heat capacity de-
rived from Cm = Ctot − Cph − Ce. (Ctot is measured by
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experiment and Cph and Ce are calculated by DFT.) We
use TDTB data acquired at pump-probe delay times near
100 ps when the electrons, magnons, and phonons are in
thermal equilibrium, and the strain and temperature gra-
dients within an optical absorption depth of the surface
are small. As we discuss in more detail below, we expect
that for a single mechanism, the magnetic contribution
to the dielectric function of an antiferromagnetic mate-
rial will scale with the magnetic energy and, therefore,
transient changes in the dielectric function produced by
a small temperature excursion will scale with the mag-
netic heat capacity Cm. At T ≈ TN , we expect that
∆Θ/∆T will be more smoothly varying with T than Cm
because of the inhomogeneous temperature distribution
across the lateral extent of the pump and probe beams
in the experiment.

In Fig. 6 we also include data for the temperature
dependence of ∆θ measured on the crystallographically
isotropic (001) plane. We consistently observe a small
signal that is approximately independent of position. We
believe there are two mechanisms that contribute to this
null result. For the (001) plane of Fe2As, the two degener-
ate domain orientations should produce a cancellation of
any TDTB signal when measured on a length scale large
compared to the characteristic domain size. We have not
yet determined the domain structure of our Fe2As crys-
tals but evidence from related materials [38, 39] suggest
that the domain size is typically in the sub-micron range
while the 1/e2 radius of the pump and probe laser beams
is ≈ 5.5 µm. Furthermore, the lack of a significant TDTR
signal for light polarized along the x direction of the (010)
face suggests that magnetic contributions to the εxx and
εyy elements of the dielectric tensor are small. We ten-
tatively attribute the small transient birefringence signal
that we observe on the (001) face to a small, uncontrolled
miscut of the sample, i.e., a small misorientation between
the surface normal and the c-axis of the crystal.

Since both the real ∆θ and imaginary ∆κ parts of the
TDTB signals measured on the (010) face have a tem-
perature dependence that resembles the magnetic heat
capacity, we conclude that both ∆θ and ∆κ have sig-
nificant magnetic contributions. However, ∆θ and ∆κ
do not have the same dynamics, see Fig. 4. In the ∆θ
data set, with the exception of data collected at T ≈ TN ,
the signal reaches a peak response at short delay times
on the order of 1 ps. We interpret this signal as aris-
ing from the same type of out-of-equilibrium ultrafast
demagnetization that is typically observed for ferromag-
netic materials using pump-probe measurements of first-
order magneto-optic Kerr effects. However, we cannot
yet reliably distinguish between magnetic, electronic, lat-
tice temperature, and lattice strain contributions to ∆θ
or ∆κ.

In the ∆κ data set, the signal reaches a peak response
on a time-scale on the order of 10 ps. We interpret this
time scale as characteristic of the time needed to fully re-
lax the thermoelastic stress within the near surface region
of the crystal that determines the reflection coefficients

of the probe beam. This interpretation is supported by
the character of the TDTR signal measured on the (001)
face, see Fig. 6, that also includes a large variation in the
signal at t < 20 ps.

In most studies of the optical properties of materials,
the thermal expansion of the material contributes to the
temperature dependence of the dielectric tensor. Our ex-
periments take place in a different regime. Thermal stress
is generated when the pump optical pulse is partially ab-
sorbed by the near-surface region of the sample. Thermal
strain in the in-plane direction is strongly suppressed in
a pump-probe experiments because the thermal penetra-
tion depth, i.e., the depth of the heated region, is small
compared to the lateral extent of the laser spot.

On the other hand, strain in the out-of-plane direc-
tion can contribute to TDTB and TDTR signals. The
probe beam is sensitive to the dielectric tensor of the
near-surface layer of the crystal that lies within an opti-
cal absorption depth of the surface. On this length scale,
strain normal to the surface evolves on a time scale given
by the optical absorption depth divided by the longitu-
dinal speed of sound. The longitudinal speed of sound
from our DFT calculations is ≈ 5 nm/ps. Therefore, the
characteristic time-scale is ≈ 4 ps. At t � 4 ps, strain
normal to the surface is negligible; at t � 4 ps, stress
normal to the surface is negligible. On long time scales,
the decay of the strain normal to the surfaces will follow
the decay of the surface temperature as heat diffuses into
the bulk of the sample.

III. DISCUSSION

TDTB and TDTR signals are linearly related to tran-
sient changes in the dielectric function, see Eq. 1. The
dielectric function tensor of magnetic materials can be
written as [40]

εij = ε0ij +KijkMk

+GMM
ijklMkMl +GML

ijklMkLl +GLL
ijklLkLl , (2)

where the first term is the non-magnetic contribution to
εij , Kijk are the first-order magneto-optical coefficients,
andGijkl are the second-order magneto-optic coefficients.
M is net magnetization , and L is the Néel vector. Be-
cause the net magnetization is zero in a collinear AF, the
linear term, MkMl term and MkLl term can be neglected
here, and we will use Gijkl to represent GLL

ijkl in what
follows. We assume an equal population of magnetic do-
mains with Néel vectors in the x and y directions.

To simplify the notation in the discussion below, we
adopt the Voigt notation with, for example, G11, G12,
and G31 replacing G1111, G1122, and G3311, respectively.
The tetragonal point group symmetry of Fe2As has 6
independent and non-zero elements of the second-order
magneto-optic tensor: G11 = G22, G12 = G21, G13 =
G23 = G31 = G32, G33, G44 = G55, and G66. We assume
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FIG. 5: (a) Time domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) data
for the (010) face of Fe2As with (a) probe polarization

aligned along the z-axis and (b) probe polarization aligned
along the x-axis. TDTR data for ∆Rz/∆T shown in panel

(a) is approximately an order of magnitude larger than
TDTR data for ∆Rx/∆T shown in panel (b). The

temperature in the legend is the temperature of the sample
stage; the spatially averaged temperature of the area of the

sample that is measured in the TDTR experiment is the
sum of stage temperature and the steady-state heating of 13

K. Empty symbols denote data for temperatures T < TN ;
filled symbols are for data acquired at T > TN .

that there is no correlation in the sublattice magnetiza-
tion along the z axis; therefore, terms that involve the
z-component of magnetization are small and we do not
need to consider G33 or G44. With the Néel vectors con-
strained to the x and y directions, the dielectric tensor
is diagonal in the coordinate system of the crystal axes
and we can also neglect G66. The remaining contribu-
tions to the dielectric tensor involve three elements of
the magneto-optic tensor:

ε11 = G11L
2
1 +G12L

2
2 + ε011

ε22 = G11L
2
2 +G12L

2
1 + ε022

ε33 = G31(L2
1 + L2

2) + ε033 .

(3)

The microscopic mechanisms that contribute to the
second-order magneto-optic coefficients Gijkl include ex-
change interactions, spin-orbit coupling, and magne-
tostriction [16]. (Magnetostriction can be further divided
into changes in the lattice parameters and, if the symme-
try of the lattice is low enough, changes of the atomic
positions within a unit cell [41].) Exchange interactions
are usually assumed to dominate the isotropic contribu-
tions to the elements of Gijkl, i.e., magnetic contributions
that are independent of the orientation Néel vector. (The
term “isotropic” does not imply that the magnetic con-
tributions are the same for all elements of the dielectric
tensor.) Spin-orbit interactions are usually assumed to
dominate anisotropic contributions to Gijkl, i.e., contri-
butions that depend on the orientation of the Néel vec-
tor. Isotropic contributions are larger than anisotropic
contributions in most materials [16, 42]. In collinear AFs
with cubic symmetry, the anisotropic contribution to the
dielectric function can be isolated from the isotropic con-
tribution because birefringence can only be generated by
anisotropic terms [16, 17].

Within the easy-plane of AFs with cubic, tetragonal,
or hexagonal symmetry, optical birefringence can some-
times be used to image magnetic domains [43] because
the anisotropy of the dielectric tensor is coupled to the
orientation of the Néel vector. In a recent study of
tetragonal CuMnAs [18], the transient birefringence sig-
nal measured in the x-y plane demonstrated the potential
of using the anisotropic Voigt effect for determining the
magnetic domain structure of tetragonal AFs. We find,
however, that the Voigt effect is small for Fe2As at the
wavelength of our laser, λ = 783 nm, and we have not
yet been able to use TDTB signals to study the magnetic
domain structure.

On the (010) face of Fe2As, approximately one-half of
the domains have Néel vectors in the in-plane x direction
and the other half of the domains have Néel vectors in the
out-of-plane y direction. TDTB signals acquired on the
(010) plane are, in principle, sensitive to contributions
from anisotropic terms in the magneto-optic coefficients
generated by domains with Néel vectors in the x direc-
tion. TDTB signals are sensitive to contributions from
isotropic terms generated by domains with Néel vectors
in both the x and y directions. If the anisotropic con-
tributions, e.g., the Voigt effect, were dominant, then
G11 � G31 [23, 44]. However, the TDTR data, see Fig 5,
lead us to conclude that ∆εzz � ∆εxx, G11 � G31, and
the isotropic contribution to εzz is the dominant effect.

In previous studies of tetragonal transition metal flu-
orides [16, 45], the derivative of the magnetic linear
birefringence with respect to temperature d(∆nm)/dT ,
where ∆nm is the difference in the index of refraction
between z and x axes of the crystal, has been shown to
have the same temperature dependence as the magnetic
specific heat. This behavior is expected because both the
magnetic contributions to the dielectric function and the
magnetic energy include terms that involve correlations
of the products of the spin angular moment at different
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FIG. 6: Comparison between ∆Θ/∆T and magnetic
specific heat as a function of sample temperature. The

values for ∆Θ are for 100 ps delay time. For each
sample temperature T , ∆T at 100 ps at is calculated

from a thermal model that uses the measured total heat
capacity and thermal conductivity of Fe2As as inputs to

the model. The sample temperature T includes the
effects of steady-state heating of measurement area that

is created by the absorbed laser power. The real and
imaginary parts ∆Θ/∆T measured for the (010) face

have a similar temperature dependence as the magnetic
specific heat Cm.

lattice sites. Contributions to the magneto-optic coeffi-
cients from various terms in the Hamiltonian could, how-
ever, have different constants of proportionality. Further-
more, in our time-domain thermo-birefringence (TDTB)
measurements of the (010) face of the Fe2As crystal, there
are non-magnetic contributions to the TDTB signals that
come from thermal excitations of electrons and phonons.
The fact that the TDTB signals closely resemble the tem-
perature dependence of the magnetic heat capacity sup-
ports our conclusion that the TDTB signals are domi-
nated by a magnetic contribution with a single underly-
ing mechanism.

If we assume that the magnetic contribution dominates
the temperature-dependence of ε33, the magneto-optical
coefficient G31 can be estimated by using the value of
∆ε33 and ∆(M2

A), where MA is sublattice magnetization
of the AF. We estimate ∆(M2

A) from our magnetic heat
capacity data as described in the supplementary docu-
ment. Because the sublattice magnetization is always
real, the magneto-optic coefficient G31 is complex since

∆ε33 is a complex number.

G31 =
∆ε33/∆T

2∆(M2
A)/∆T

=
(∆ε′33 + i∆ε′′33)

2∆(M2
a )

. (4)

Inserting the value of the transient dielectric function
and the temperature excursion of 1.5 K at a delay time
of 100 ps and ambient temperature, 293 K, we find G31 =
(0.85 − i0.12) × 10−12A−2 m2. We emphasize that this
value for G31 should be consider an estimate because we
have assumed that the magnetic contribution dominates
the temperature dependence of ε33.

Finally, we compare the magnitude of our result for
G31 of Fe2As with the quadratic magneto-optic coeffi-
cients of several more commonly studied magnetic ma-
terials, see Table I. In Table I, G tensors are GMM for
ferromagnets and GLL for antiferromagnets. In studies
of ferromagnetic materials (Fe, Co, Ni, and Y3Fe5O12),
the magnetization vector can be manipulated with an ex-
ternal field and therefore the elements of the quadratic
magneto-optic tensor Gij can be calculated using Eq. 3
and M2 = M2

s , where Ms is the saturation magnetiza-
tion. In studies of antiferromagnetic materials (MnF2,
CoF2, and Fe2As), typically, the Néel vector cannot be
controlled with an external field and the values of Gij
are more difficult to determine. The measurements of
antiferromagnetic MnF2 and CoF2 reported in Ref. [49]
are collected from a crystallographic anisotropic plane;
therefore, the magnetic birefringence data that we use
in this analysis are the temperature derivatives of the
birefringence data with the additional assumption that
the magnetic birefringence has a stronger dependence
on temperature than the crystalline birefringence. We
used M2 = M2

A to calculate the Gij tensor for antifer-
romagnets, where MA is sublattice magnetization. Typ-
ically, G11 and G13 or G12 cannot be determined sepa-
rately based on birefringence data alone. Compared to
the other materials listed in Table I, Fe2As and Ni have
relatively large quadratic magneto-optic coefficients.

IV. CONCLUSION

In collinear antiferromagnetic materials, the contribu-
tion to the diagonal elements of the dielectric tensor that
are quadratic in sublattice magnetization can be probed
with transient birefringence or reflectance measurements.
In our measurement of time-domain thermo-birefringence
(TDTB) and thermo-reflectance (TDTR) of Fe2As, we
observe that the dominant response of the dielectric ten-
sor is in the z direction and perpendicular to the Néel vec-
tor. The temperature dependence of the TDTB signals
closely follow the temperature dependence of the mag-
netic heat capacity, as expected if the exchange interac-
tion is the dominant magnetic contribution to the dielec-
tric function. In comparison to other magnetic materials,
Fe2As has relatively large quadratic magneto-optical co-
efficient at 783 nm.
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TABLE I: Comparison of the quadratic magneto-optical coefficient G31 of antiferromagnetic Fe2As determined in
our work with selected previous studies of ferromagnetic (Fe, Co, Ni, Y3Fe5O12) and anti-ferromagnetic (MnF2,

CoF2) materials. Ni and Fe2As have relatively large quadratic magneto-optic coefficients.

Materials Wavelength Magneto-optic data Magnetization Quadratic magneto-optical coefficient
(nm) (10−14A−2 m2)

Fe [46] 670 ε11 − ε12 = −(5.0 + i3.5)× 10−2 1.8× 106A m−1 G11 −G12 = −1.5− i1.1
Fe [47] 670 ε11 − ε12 = −0.15 + i0.07 1.8× 106A m−1 G11 −G12 = −4.6 + i2.1
Co [47] 670 ε11 − ε12 = 0.10− i0.13 1.4× 106A m−1 G11 −G12 = 5.1− i6.6
Ni [47] 670 ε11 − ε12 = −0.75 + i0.20 5.0× 105A m−1 G11 −G12 = (−300 + i80)
Y3Fe5O12 [48] 1150 |n⊥ − n‖| = 3.9× 10−6 1.4× 105A m−1 G11 −G12 = 1.6
KNiF3 [17] 632.8 nm = 3.3× 10−3 1.3× 105A m−1 G11 = 60
MnF2[49] 632.8 d(∆nm)/dT = 5.0× 10−5 K−1 d(M2)/dT |G13| = 1.2

= −1.3× 1010 A2 m−2 K−1

CoF2[49] 632.8 d(∆nm)/dT = 2.5× 10−5 K−1 d(M2)/dT |G33 −G13| = 0.63
= −1.2× 1010 A2 m−2 K−1

Fe2As 783 d(ε33)/dT d(M2)/dT G31 = (85− i12)
= (−1.5 + i0.21)× 10−3 K−1 = −8.8× 108 A2 m−2 K−1
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